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Grith's fra ture riterion is an energeti riterion, whi h des ribes in a quasistati setting whether or not a preexisting ra k in an elasti body is stationary
for given external for es. It is usually formulated in terms of the energy release
rate (ERR), whi h is the derivative of the potential deformation energy of the
body with respe t to a virtual ra k extension. In the simplest ase, the fra ture
riterion has the following form: if the ERR is smaller than a spe i onstant,
then the ra k is stationary, otherwise it will grow. Formulas for the al ulation
of the ERR are needed.
One an nd several formulas for the energy release rate in the literature
on fra ture me hani s (Grithformula, J integral, formulas based on stress
intensity fa tors). In the linear elasti ase, these formulas are proved rigorously
using in an essential way regularity results for weak solutions of linear ellipti
systems. In the ase of nitestrain elasti ity, similar formulas are derived under
additional assumptions on the smoothness or the asymptoti behavior of the
stress and deformation elds near the ra k tip. But in general, su h regularity
results are not proved yet.
In this talk we onsider geometri ally nonlinear elasti models with polyonvex energy densities W whi h may take the value +∞ in ase of nonpositive
deformation gradients. The main assumption besides poly onvexity are growth
onditions on the derivatives of W :

|A⊤ DW (A)| ≤ κ(W (A) + 1)

for every A ∈ Md×d
+ ,

(1)

and similar for the se ond derivative. These assumptions allow us to derive rigorously the above mentioned formulas for the ERR without further assumptions
on the smoothness of the deformation elds. The main tool is a weak onvergen e theorem for Eshelby tensors W (∇u)1 − ∇u⊤ DW (∇u), whi h we prove
on the basis of (1).
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